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The result of this combination is that
any offspring will have a 50% possibility
for being tabby (Aa) and a 50%
probability for being homozygote for
the recessive gene(aa)

Blodtypes in
ragdoll

The blood types genetically
A cat with blood type A can have severall different combinations of alleles:
- A/A (homozygote). The combination we want the most of.
- A/c (carrier of AB-blood). There are no know issues with AB-blood, so
this combination is also wanted.
-A/b (carrier of B-blood). We do not want carriers of B-blood, so we
should work towards getting rid of these.
A cat with blood type AB can have two different allele-combinations:
- c/c (homozygote) No problems associated with this.
- c/b (carrier of B-blood) same issue as with A/b.
A cat with B-blood can only be homozygote for b-alleles:
- b/b (not a combination we want) This can be any combination of the
different variants: B1, B2 and B3:
- For example: B1/B2, B3/B3 and B1/B3.

Antibodies:
- A blood makes a small amount of antibodies
against B-blood
- B blood on the other hand produces a lot of
antibodies against A-blood
- AB does not make any antibodies.

The genetic results of some matings:
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The different bvariants

B1, B2 and B3
B1 and B2 are variants that we have know about for a
while.
B1 is the most common variant across all the breeds.
B2 is less common, but has been observed in ragdolls.
B3 is the new variant which was just discovered, and is
most common in ragdolls. Since we have not know
about until recently, we have not been able to test for
it either. Both Langford and Wisdom Panel
(mycatDNA) included a analysis for this gene recently.
Cats DNA tested earlier might have a void result on
their blood test.
None of these b-variants will be detected by a
serological test (blood test), unless the cat has b-blood.

It is therefore important that we only use DNA-test
to determine the blood types of our breeding cats.
If you have used wisdom panel, it is easy to check if
you cat was tested for B3. If it says «-1 copy» the cat
has not been tested for this variant.

If you want to analyse blood type through Langford it

Is this new variant more dangerous than B1 and

seems that you have to ask specifically for the B3

B2?

analysis. The results from them will not show you which
variants they have tested for, so be sure to ask them if

Not really, the problem is that it might have been in our

you are unsure.

breed for a long time before it was detected.

It is also possible to ask Langford to reanalyse your test

We will therefore have many cats which has previously been

if its not too long ago since they got your samples.

tested to have A-blood (A/A), but who in reality is A/b or b/b.
This is because the analysis does not target the alleles for A-

Wisdom panel does not give you the possibility to test

blood, so a test that does not show the known alleles for B

for blood types alone, this analysis is only a part of a

or AB blood will automatically be considered to be A/A.

bigger package.

Langford estimates that 35% of cats previously thought to be
A/A or A/b is actually b/b, a very scary number of cats if you
ask me.

The effect of
blood types in
breeding
The biggest problem with blood types in
breeding is when you have a female with Bblood.
As previously mentioned, a cat with B-blood
will produce a lot of antibodies against A-blood.
If the kittens after a B-blood mom has any
other blood type than B, the result can be
devastating.

Neonatal
isoeryhtrolysis
Newborn kittens are not able to break down the proteins they
eat, but rather absorbs these proteins whole. The antibodies in
moms milk will therefore be absorbed into the kittens
bloodstream where they break down the kittens own blood. This
can then lead to anaemia and death. This effect is called neonatal
isoeryhtrolysis and is presumed to be one of the causes to fading
kitten syndrome.
Kittens to a B-mom without B-blood must therefore be kept from
drinking moms milk when they are newborns, and be handfed.

The kittens will eventually be able to break down the proteins
they eat, and they are then able to destroy the antibodies from
mom. The timing at which they obtain this ability differs slightly
between kittens, but most are able to do this when they are about
48h old.

The level of antibodies in mom is possible to
chech by the help of a titrer test. If the mom has
not had any litters before, she might have a low
enought level for the kittens to drink from her
from the start.
The antibody-level in a B-blood mom usually
increases a lot after she has had a litter with non
B-blood kittens. This is because her boy reacts to
the small levels of unknown blood she ingest
while cleaning the kittens.
The effect of neonatal isoeryhtrolysis is due to
this increase often much stronger with the next
litter. Thats why some breeders does not know
that their female has B-blood until litter number 2
with an A male.

How do we
proceed now?

What do I do if my cat has the result
A/b or c/b?

How about a female with B-blood?

Since we do not want to make any more B-blood,
cats with these results should only be mated to: A/A,
A/c or c/c.

Many will think that the easiest thing to do is just to
find a male with B-blood. But you would then create a
lot of new cats with B-blood.
In Sweden you are not allowed to mate a B-female to
a A-male, but there is an exception! You are allowed to
do such a mating if a titre-test before mating shows a
low enough number of antibodies.

A carrier of B-blood should never be mated to
another carrier or a cat with B-blood.
If you do have to mate to carriers, please try to avoid
using any offspring with blood type B in breeding.

I would therefore recommend that you do this test
and use either an A-male or AB-male in those
cases where this is possible.
That way we do not have to make any more B-cats
that strictly necessary.
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This table shows what mating we can do, and which matings we
should try to avoid in order to reduce the amount of B-blood in our
breed.

An example on how we can use a B-blood female:
We start with a female with B-blood (b/b) who has a low enought number of antibodies to be mated to a male with
A-blood (A/A).
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All of the offspring in this mating will have A-blood, but be carriers of B-blood

In the next generation we should still use a mate with A-blood, but not a carrier (A/A):
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Again, all of the offsprings has A-blood, and 50% of them carries B-blood. We have
reduced the amunt of carriers by half.

So if we all makes good choices we can reduce the amount of B-blood in our breed, without reducing the genepool☺
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